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NICKEL RIM MINES LTD. 

JUTTEN TOWNSHIP PROPERTY 

MAGNETIC AND ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEY

INTRODUCTION

Nickel Rim Mines Ltd. has surveyed magnetically and 

electromagnetically, its 27 claim group located in the north 

eastern part of Jutten Township near Savant Lake, Ontario. The 

line cutting for this survey, the actual surveying, and the 

data plotting were done by and under the direction of Messrs. 

Roger Mercier and Joe Kakish of Mid-North Engineering Services 

Ltd. The plotted data were interpreted by the writer.

PROPERTY AND LOCATION

The property consists of 27 contiguous mining claims 

located in the northeastern part of Jutten Township, Patricia 

Mining Division, Ontario. The claim area is about 1000 acres 

and the claims are numbered as follows:

Pa 285945 to Pa 285960 inclusive,

Pa 285973 to Pa 285976 inclusive

Pa 305392 to Pa 305396 inclusive,

Pa 285968 to Pa 285969.

The claims are accessible by vehicle and boat via 

Highway 599 and Savant Lake. Alternatively, aircraft may land 

on the small lake on the property.
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eastern part of Jutten Township near Savant Lake* Ontario. The

line cutting for this survey, the actual surveying, and the 

data plotting were done by and under the direction of Messrs. 

Roger Hercier and Joe Kakish of Mid-North Engineering Services 

Ltd. The plotted data were interpreted by the writer.

PROPERTY AND LOCATION

The property consists of 27 contiguous mining olaias
g 

located in the northeastern part of Jut tan Township, Patricia

Mining Division, Ontario. The clain area is about 1000 acres 

and the claims are nunbored as follows t

285945 to PA 285960 inclusive, 

PA 235973 to PA 285976 inclusive 

PA 305392 to PA 305396 inclusive, 

PA 285968 and PA 285969.

The claims are accessible by vehicle and boat via 

Highway 599 and Savant Lake. Alternatively, aircraft nay land 

on the snail lake on the property.
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GENERAL GEOLOGY

The claim group straddles the contact between intrusive 

granite and undifferentiated volcanic rocks of a generally ande- 

sitic composition.

Mineral occurrences in the area include a lead-gold 

occurrence on the claims adjoining to the north which are owned 

by Noranda Mines Ltd. and on which drillinc has recently been 

completed.

Zinc-copper-lead showings occur along strike of the 

formations to the northeast and southwest of the property.

SURVEY RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION 

Magnetic Survey

The general magnetic background ranges from about 

1200 to 1400 gammas with significant magnetic changes beginning 

to show around the 1500 gamma level.

There are several zones of strong magnetism {4000 to 

13000 gammas) which are suggestive, if not indicative, of 

magnetite iron formation. Some of these are quite broad but 

their overall northeasterly strike suggests that the iron 

formations are conformalby related to volcanic flows rather 

than basic intrusives.

There are a great number of zones of low to modest 

magnetism and frequently these cover only one survey station. 

These could be cuased by weak concentrations of magnetite or 

by the sulphide mineral pyrrhotite.
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GEOLOClf

The c lain group straddles the contact between intrusive 

granite and undifferentiated volcanic rocks of a generally ande- 

 itic composition.

Hinaral occurrences in the area include a lead-gold 

occurrence on the claims adjoining to the north which are owned 

by Noranda Mines Ltd. and on which drilling hi* recently been 

completed.

Sine-copper* i *ad showings occur along strike of the 

formations to the northeast and southwest of the property.

SURVEY RESULTS AMD INTERPRETATION 

Magnetic Survey

The general magnetic background ranges from about 

1200 to 1400 gammas with significant magnetic changes beginning 

to show around the 1500 gamma level.

There are several tones of strong magnetism (4000 to 

13000 gammas) which are suggestive, if not indicative, of 

nagnetite iron formation. Some of these are quite broad but 

their overall northeasterly strike suggests that the iron 

formations are conformably related to volcanic flows rather 

than basic intrusives.

There are a great number of tones of low to modest 

magnetism and frequently these cover only one survey station. 

These could be caused by weak concentrations of magnetite or 

by the sulphide mineral pyrrhotite.
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One magnetic featx^re of interest lies in the north 

central poi.ion of the property along the west shore of the 

lake. Here, along one line only, a zone of moderately negative 

magnetism exists over a line length of 700 feet.

Electromagnetic Survey

A number of electromagnetic conductors were located 

during the survey. These fall into three categories:

1. Good conductors with positive magnetic association;

2. Good conductors with no magnetic association;

3. Conductors apparently caused by conductive overburden.

On lines 72 and 76, 400 N there is a short, strong 

conductor with good magnetic association. The conductor is 

about 500 feet long.

Conductor A located just north of line 144 is of 

medium intensity and appears to be dur to conductive overburden. 

It has no magnetic association.

Conductor B located at 1200 S on Line 144 is a modest 

conductor with good quadrature characteristics. It has no 

magnetic association. The conductor appears to be echeloned 

and weaker to the east. The conductor is located near the 

granite contact and a surface examination is warranted.

Conductor C may by continuous for a strike length of 

3300 feet but if so, its characteristics vary greatly throughout 

this length. At its west end, Line 124, 600S, its quadrature 

characteristics are good, its conductivity is of medium intensity 

and it has very good magnetic association. This interesting 

portion of the conductor is about 600 feet long. To the east 

the conductor loses its magnetic association and its favourable.
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On* magnetic feature of in t* ras t li** in th* north 

central portion of th* property along th* weat ehora of th* 

lake. Bar* f along on* lin* only, a ion* of moderately negative 

magnetiem exiata over a line length of 700 f*at.

Electromagnetic survey

A nuabar of electromagnetic conductora vara locatad 

during th* survey. These fall into three catagoriaat

1. Good conductora with positiv* magnetic aaaociationi
2. Good conductor* with no magnetic aaaociationi
3. Conductora apparently cauaad by conductive overburden.

On linea 72 and 76, 400 M th*r* i* a abort, atrong 

conductor with good Magnetic aaaociation. The conductor ia 

about 500 feet long.

Conductor A located juat north of line 144 ia of 

medium intensity and appeara to be due to conductive overburden. 

It haa no magnetic aaaociation.

Conductor B located at 1200 8 on Lin* 144 ia a mode a t 

conductor with good quadrature characteristic*. It haa no 

magnetic aaaociation. The conductor appear* to be r-*?haloned 

and weaker to th* eaat. The conductor ia located near the 

granite contact and a surface examination ia warranted.

Conductor C may b* continuous for a atrike length of 

3300 feet but if ao, its characteristics vary greatly throughout 

this length. At it* weat end, Line 124, 600 8, it* quadrature 

characterietica are good, it* conductivity i* of medium intensity 

ard it haa vary good magnetic association. This interesting 

portion of the conductor ia about 600 feet long. To the eaat 

the conductor lose* it* magnetic aasooiation and ita favourable
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electromagnetic characteristics.

Conductor D is a small one lying in the northwest 

corner of the property. On lines 112 and 116, it has good 

electromagnetic characteristics but to the west its character 

istics are less attractive although the conductor is stronger.

Conductors E, F and G appear to be three echeloned 

conductors bevelling a single zone of intermediate magnetic 

intensity. The level of magnetism is such that the magnetic 

anomaly could be caused by either a relatively small amount of 

dispersed magnetite or a substantial amount of pyrrhotite. The 

zone is least attractive at G, has weak but good electromagnetic 

characteristics at E, and is best at location F where its 

magnetic association is also very good.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. A magnetic and electromagnetic survey has been completed 

on the Nickel Rim Jutten Township claims on lines 400 

feet apart with readings at 50 foot intervals.

2. The magnetic survey indicates a general northeasterly 

trend to the underlying rocks. These are probably 

volcanic in origin and carry some beds of weak iron 

formaiton. It is likely that the iron formation is 

also of volcanic origin. It is possible that an 

indeterminate percentage of the zones of weaker 

magnetism may reflect pyrrhotite mineralization with 

which valuable sulphides may occur.
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electromagnetic characteristics.

Conductor D i* a small one lying in the northvest 

corner of the property. On lines 112 and 116, it has good 

electromagnetic characteristics but to the west its character 

istics are less attractive although th* conductor is stronger.

Conductors E, P and G appear to be three echeloned 

conductors bevelling a single sone of intermediate magnetic 

intensity. The level of magnetiSB is such that the magnetic 

anoaaly could be caused by either a relatively small amount of 

dispersed magnetite or a substantial amount of pyrrhotite* The 

sone is least attractive at O, has weak but good electromagnetic 

characteristics at E, and is best at location P where its 

magnetic association is also very good.

COMCLUSIOMS AHD RECOMMENDATIONB

1. A magnetic and electromagnetic survey has been completed 

on the Nickel Rim Juttan Township claims on lines 400 

feet apart with readings at 50 foot intervals.

2. Tho magnetic survey indicates a general northeasterly 

trend to the underlying rocks. These are probably 

volcanic in origin and carry sone beds of weak iron 

formation. It is likely that the iron formation is 

also of volcanic origin. It is possible that an 

indeterminate percentage of the sones of weaker 

magnetism may reflect pyrrhotite mineralisation with 

which valuable sulphides nay occur.
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3. The electromagnetic survey ha3 located a number of 

conductors having varying characteristics. Some of 

these have good magnetic association and warrant 

follow up by surface examination and by further 

geophysical surveying using horizontal and vertical 

loop equipment. It seems likely that some of the 

conductors will f after further examination, be 

classed as drill targets.

My report is respectfully submitted.

Willowdale, Ontario H.Grant Harper, F.G.A.C.,P.Eng, 
April 14, 1972 Economic Geologist
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3. The electromagnetic survey has located a nuBber of 

conductors having varying characteriatica. Sea* of 

thaae have good vagnetic aaaociation and warrant 

follow up by surface exaaination and by further 

geophysical surveying using horizontal and vertical 

loop equipment. It soeas likely that aoae of the 

conductorn will, after further examination, be 

classed as drill targets.

My report is respectfully submitted.

Nillowdale, Ontario H. Grant Harper* F.G.A.c., P.Sng, 
April 14, 1972 Economic Geologist
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GEOPHYSICAL - GEOLOGICAL - GEOCHEMICAL 
TECHNICAL DATA STATEMENT

TO BE ATTACHED AS AN APPENDIX TO TECHNICAL REPORT
FACTS SHOWN HERE NEED NOT BE REPEATED IN REPORT 

TECHNICAL REPORT MUST CONTAIN INTERPRETATION, CONCLUSIONS ETC.

Type of Survey—-—— 
Township or Area_____iZ-'—a 
Claim holderfs) A''J '^^'

-—;

i . t * yf i f

}. r /-/-r/ /^- t .

Author of X/ ^-7- /-hr-

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED
L :.st numerically

/f A tV/^ n ./r . /f

Covering Dates of Survey ? y. x'—*- * /7J—i——^!
(linccutting lo office)

y "3* y 
.^v— .....~- ~. -...- ^.-v————————————-——:——f^ ' 't-\

.. f

SPECIAL FRON'ISIO.NS
CREDITS REQUE:TED

ENTER 40 day? (includes 
line cutting) for first 
survey.
ENTER 20 days for each 
additional survey using 
same grid.

Geophysical
-Electromagnetic.

i

DAYS
per claim

—Radiometric.
-Other....—.

\

Geological.
Geochemical.

AIRBORNE CREDITS (Special provision credits do not apply to airborne surveys)

Magnetometer. .Electromagnetic. .Radiometric
(enter days per claim)

Author of Report

PROJECTS SECTION 
Res. Gcol. __K l
Previous Surveys

Qtialifir.-itmns

Checked by. .date.

GEOLOGICAL BR.XNCH .

Approved by. .date.

GEOLOGICAL BRANCH.

Aporoved by. -date.

(prefix) (number)

M 

Cu 'o

"3

TOTAL CLAIMS.



GEOPHYSICAL TECHNICAL DATA

GROUND SURVEYS 
Number of Stations —— 
Station interval ————

//Ve
s-L -r**.- r.

.Number of Readings. H C c

Line spacing
Profile scale or Contour intervals ' i-* c ^'. J m /j {.x /c. .-t

MAGNETIC 
Instrument

* (ipccify for each type of turvey)

/A/'Y,,,- A/ 7* e
Accuracy - Scale constant — 
Diurnal correction mnhoH 
Base station location ——

f h r c C rf.t/i ( ij L J d1* -/t. X

ELECTROMAGNETIC 
Instrument_______ f/-? s

n
Coil configuration f" i f f J h C f-. 

Coil separation——- 

Accuracy.——^—— 

Method:

l/ f t"f.

X f
(T7

Fixed transmitter
Frequency. /7-

D Shoot back O In line CD Parallel line

Parameters 
GRAVITY 
Instrument

l/ /)Aju
(fpecify V.L.F. .ution) 

. V f/
j lf /i tt f f t'-y/l

Scale constant.
Coirections made.

Base station value and location.

Elevation accuracy^——————^-—^^^^—- 
INDUCED POLARIZATION - RESISTIVITY 
Instrument-———————-———-—---————
Time domain. 
Frequency——
Power————-

Frequency domain. 
. Range —-———--.—

Electrode array—— 
Electrode spacing. 
Type of electrode.



ONTARIO

Ministry 
of Natural 
Resources

File 2.834

416:965-6918

Room V 1617 
Parliament Buildings 
Queen's Park, Toronto 182

May 23, 1972

Mr. W. A. Buchan 
Mining Recorder 
Court House 
Sioux Lookout, Ontario

Dear Sir:
Re: Mining Claims Pa. 285945 et al, Jutten To ishlp, 

File 2.834

The Geophysical (Electlomagnetic and Magnetometer) assessment work credits 

as dhown on the attached list have been approved as of the date above. 

Please inform the recorded holder and so indicate on your records.

Yours very truly,

OJ/mw 

encl.

Fred W, Matthews
Supervisor 

Projects Section

cc: Mid-North Engineering Services Ltd.

cc: Nickel Rim Mines Ltd.

cc: H, Grant Harper, P. Eng.

cc: Resident Geologist .^ - 
Kenora, Ontario



C T S ^t CTION MINISTRY OF NATl"KAi. RESOURCES
fi. r 2.834

TECHNICAL ASSESSMENT WORK CREDITS

Recorder Holder 

Township or Area

Mid-North Engineering Services Linited 

Jutten and Smye Townships

Type of Survey and number of 
Assessment Days Credits per claim

GEOPHYSICAL

Electromagnetic

Magnetometer

Radiometric

A9. 

20

.days 

.days 

.days

Induced Polarization .....................days

GEOLOGICAL...........................................days

GEOCHEMICAL........................................days

Man days j_j Airborne!_| 

Special Provision Ljrj Ground LZJ

NOTICE OF INTENT TO BE ISSUED

f~| Credits have been reduced because of 
partial coverage of claims.

f ] Credits have been reduced because of 
corrections to work dates and figures of 
applicant.

} j NO CREDITS have been allowed for the 
following mining claims as they were not 
sufficiently covered by the survey:

Mining Claims

Pa. 285945 to 60 inclusive 

285968 - 69

285973 to 76 inclusive 

305392 to 96

MAY 2 51972
V\ ST:

Tht Mining fttcorder mty redact Iht jfrov* crtditt il nKns*ry in ordtr thtt tht ion! number 
of ipprortft tueument dtys recorded on ffch clam doet not i*Cf*d tht rmximum itlowtd *s 
follow*: Gtophyiicil - 80; Gtoloyictl - 40; Gtochtmictl - 4O;
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